Executive Search That Comes With

12-Month
Guarantee
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OUR SPECIAL GUARANTEE

Every process we designed, every tool we use, helps us to
systematically and objectively identify the most suitable
candidate for your business. This approach has helped us
to achieve remarkable success with our clients.
So while most recruiters in the market offer a 3-month
guarantee, our Retained Search Service comes with a 12month replacement guarantee.

OUR APPROACH: PEOPLE + METHODOLOGY

People
Just as you want the best talent,
we expect the same of our team.
Our consultants are experienced,
resourceful professionals who
take pride in doing great work.
They come from relevant industry
backgrounds, giving them deep
understanding of clients’ needs
and the business landscapes in
which they operate.

Methodology
Our sophisticated methodology is
developed from over a decade of best
practices across multiple industries
and the region. We also invest in
scientifically-validated psychometric
tools to bring greater objectivity and
accuracy with our evaluation.
To stay ahead of the curve, we
continually review and innovate our
services. It’s our commitment to
making sure we have what it takes to
deliver lasting value and exceptional
results.

LICO Methodology
The 4 Stages
Set Up Internal Benchmark

We use Job Survey to create an
internal benchmark for the role by
establishing the type of behaviours
you believe will assist a person in
that job.

Evaluation & Selection

In addition to face to face interview,
we assess candidates' behavioral
profile to uncover their innate
qualities. Candidates who closely
matched the benchmark profile will
be recommended.

Deep Talent Search

We go deep into the talent pool. In
addition to our vast database, we
use referral networks and social
media networks to find the right
candidate for your requirement.

Offer Management

We facilitate any negotiations to
successfully work out the terms
that are agreeable to you and the
candidate.

Understand Your Needs & Plan Your
Talent Search

We take time to learn about your business,
including your goals, corporate culture,
strategic and operational issues, and an indepth understanding of the role, the required
functional experiences and core
competencies.
Based on the set out criteria, we design a
search plan tailored to your needs.

Setting Up Internal
Benchmark

Job Survey – Define the Character
Profile that Fits Your Specific Role

We believe the right personality and
behavioural patterns will make a great impact
on one’s performance in each specific role.
We use Job Survey, a scientifically-validated
psychometric assessment, to define a character
profile that fits the specific role you are
recruiting. This character profile is set as a
benchmark for your talent search.

Industry Referrals

Our consultants came from
relevant industries that enable
them to reach out to good
candidates through referrals
from their network.
We build relationship and
trust with referred candidates
through our professional
service; our referral network
has grown over the years,
allowing us to cover a wider
breath of good candidates in
the industry.

Social Media Networks

Online job boards are not our
only source of candidates.
We actively engage and
attract high quality candidates
via Linkedin, Facebook,
Instagram, Google+ etc.

Deep Talent Search
Online Community

We form an online
community with candidates
we have connected with over
the years through our
professional practice.
We engage and nurture
relationships with them via
our newsletters and emails,
where we keep them abreast
of important industry news,
trends and developments.

Talent Database

We only locate high quality
candidates. Our internal talent
database is carefully curated
over the years, including
those who are not actively
looking for a career change.

We regularly update our
candidate profiles so that we
know where they are and
their availability status.

Evaluation & Selection

Reference Checks

We conduct regular reference checks.
We believe feedback from previous
employers / colleagues is a good way
to get more insights to a candidate’s
personal qualities and job
performance.

Face-to-Face Interview

We conduct face-to-face interviews with
potential candidates.
We use a list of targeted, role-specific
questions to elicit crucial information from
candidates.

24 Hours Secured Online
Access

Uncover Candidate’s Innate
Qualities

We offer a secured interactive online
platform for your access and to be
updated with our talent search status,
you are able to view all job
candidates and their detailed profile
and leave your feedback for our
follow-up action at any time.

Shortlisted candidates are invited to take a
psychometric assessment to uncover their
innate qualities. These are then compared
against the benchmark created using Job
Survey.
Only candidates who closely matched the
benchmarked character profile and
competencies will be shortlisted for
recommendation.

Offer Management
Post Recruitment Management

Offer Management

After the candidate has come
onboard, we will stay in touch with
you and candidate regularly to
ensure a smooth transition and
settling in.

Not forgetting that a good
candidate will usually get a counter
offer either from current employer
or another company, our welltrained consultants are adept in
working with the candidate to
manage the situation professionally.

Arrange a FREE JOB SURVEY with us by
Contacting Us today at 6493 2981 or Send Us
Your Request via www.licoresources.com

#08-19 Paya Lebar Square
60 Paya Lebar Road
Singapore 409051
Tel: 6493 2981 / 6909 6173
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